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Aim of the seminar 
Each student is expected to write and present an empirical paper selected from the seminar 
topics list. This semester the topics relate to the structural modelling of consumption and labour 
supply using micro data (see the topics list below).  
The paper may be a replication of an earlier study or an original study (more difficult). The 
replication study would also involve a critical assessment of the underlying assumptions, 
alternative specifications of estimation equations and alternative sample selections. In case 
original data sets are not available, the study could also apply the methodology of a previous 
paper to another data set. Access to alternative micro data will be provided by the course 
organizers. A brief introduction to the seminar and possible research topics (see list below) will 
be presented in the first Webex meeting. Own research topics may also be suggested by the 
student, if appropriate for the seminar. Please note that access to other data sets for students 
may be restricted to special regulations of the data providers. 
Also note that knowledge of microeconometrics at the level of the MSc Economics course 
“Applied Microeconometrics” is assumed. Furthermore, all topics require the use of a statistical 
software package such as Stata or R. (R is an open-access package, Stata16 licenses for this 
semester will be provided by the university free of charge). 

 
Requirements 
Due to the Corona crisis, there will be three Webex meetings instead of in-class meetings. The 
student’s research project will be fixed at the first Webex meeting. In the second meeting, 
students will briefly present their research topic including a summary of previous research, the 
proposed methodology, data to be used, and perhaps already some preliminary descriptive 
analyses (~20 min). In the third meeting, the study will be presented and discussed (~30 min). 
The final paper is due a couple of weeks after this second presentation. The paper and the 
presentation may be in English or German. The paper should be about 15 pages including 
figures and tables, relevant supplementary material can be included in an Appendix. Grading 
will be based solely on the paper. 

 
Timetable  

• Webex meeting, Introduction to the seminar and presentation of topics: 
Wednesday, 4th November, 10 – 11:30  
Binding course enrollment (additional to enrollment on Blackboard) by Monday, 
9th November (send an email to Benjamin Fischer) 

• First presentation: Friday, 11th December 

• Second presentation: Friday, 12th February 

• Submission of final paper by Monday, 15th March. 

Inquiries about the seminar to:  
Benjamin.Fischer@fu-berlin.de                    .  / . 
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Topics (several papers are possible for each topic): 

1. Static labour supply models 

Discrete-choice household labour supply models with non-linear budget-constraints; 

main reference: van Soest (1995); alternative specification: Dagsvik and Jia (2016);  

data base:  SOEP, EU-SILC 

2. Dynamic labour supply models 

Extension of simple static labour supply model integrating intertemporal consumption 

decision (Euler equation);  

main reference: MaCurdy (1983; )alternative specification with more flexible intra-

period preferences: Ziliak and Knieser (2005); two-stage budgeting approach:  

Blundell and Walker (1986) 

data base:  SOEP, EU-SILC, household budget surveys (publicly available for the 

UK), can be provided for Austria  

3. Consumer demand systems 

Estimation of small-scale (3-4 commodity groups) household demand systems using 

micro data; main reference:  Deaton and Muellbauer (1980); extension of AIDS to 

QUAIDS by Banks, Blundell, and Lewbel (1997);   

data base:  household budget surveys, publicly available for the UK, can be provided 

for Austria  

4. Joint demand for commodities and leisure 

Estimation of small-scale household demand systems using micro data when 

separability between commodity demands and leisure may not hold; main reference:  

Browning and Meghir (1991); alternative specification that models the demand for 

leisure explicitly : West and Williams (2004);  

data base:  SOEP, household budget surveys, publicly available for the UK, can be 

provided for Austria  
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